
GET LIT  
WITH QUASAR
TUbES + KITS
Quasar Rainbow 2 Foot LED Tube $30/day

Powerful and portable lights with an array of 
professional features. Controlled by DMX, powered 
by AC or off-board battery pack, and comes with a 
library of effects. 

Quasar Q-Lion LED Kit $75/day 

This kit includes 2x2’ + 2x1’  
battery-powered lamps with  
magnetic bases and an  
approximate run time of  
4 hours on a full charge.

Quasar Crossfade LED Kit $100/day 

Endless versatility with this kit of 2x4’ | 
2x2’ | 2x1’ – from lighting actors to lighting 
environments, you can stack lamps into 
large arrays to form LED panels, light 
energy-efficient backings, string overhead 
diffusions for the perfect sky, or pair with a 
dimmer for maximum control.

Quasar Crossfade 4 Foot LED Tube $20/day

These linear lamps offer a low profile for a 
broad lighting source capable of providing 

everything from traditional 3 point 
subject lighting to architectural 

accents and general area 
lighting.
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KINO FLO + QUASAR
Kino-Quasar 2 Foot/6 bank + 4 
Foot/4 bank Fixtures $100/day

and

Kino-Quasar 4 Foot/6bank 
Fixture $135/day

Combine Kino Flo’s lamp mounting system with 
Quasar’s Q-LED Linear Lamps to make your on-set 
production both easier and brighter with these high 
output, dimmer-compatible LED fixtures.

LIGHTING ACCESSORIES
Quasar MyWay Plates  
$5–$6–$7/day

Efficient and versatile mounting 
options for T12 Tubes, including 
Crossfade or Rainbow LED 
lamps. Each plate mounts via a standard 5/8” baby 
pin and includes holes for attaching safety chains. 
Available to rent as Quad – $7/Day, Double – $6/Day, 
Single – $5/Day.

Quasar 7400 mAh Linear battery Pack $10/day

NIMH battery pack to power Quasar Rainbow Q25R 
and Q50R LED lights. Output: 12V, 7600 mAh, 4 Amp 
max load. Charges at 1.8 Amps

Watch our lighting videos on Vimeo and YouTube. 
vimeo.com/channels/ruleapprovedvideoseries
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Shop our expendables store for  
tubes and accessories!

http://vimeo.com/channels/ruleapprovedvideoseries

